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How sensitive are Aeolus Lidar Surface Returns (LSR) to the types of
surface? Insights for LSR-based retrieval of AOD over ocean by using
Aeolus.
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The Aeolus mission offers unique opportunities for lidar surface returns (LSR) applications
considering its incidence angle (~37.5o) and the operated wavelength (~355 nm). Previous Aeolusoriented studies have indicated that the contrast between LSR over dark and bright surfaces is
expected to be particularly pronounced at 355 nm. We evaluated this surmise by comparing new
LSR estimates from novel Aeolus prototype processor (using an optimal estimation approach) with
various types of land for the Intensive Observation Period of Aeolus (September 2019) and an
additional period during the same year. We discerned a very clear LSR gradient between the signal
from water (mostly weak, but variable) and the signal from land (mostly strong), whereas the
strongest LSR was found over white surfaces (ice or snow). Moreover, the sensitivity of LSR to the
type of surface was also identified as the gradient between the brightest surfaces (snow/ice,
sparse vegetation) and the dark surfaces (herbaceous forest, mangrove, wetland) was significant.
Specifically, besides Antarctica and Greenland, the strongest returns over land were reported over
the snow-covered areas of Tibet and Andes, followed by the arid areas of Northern America,
Northern Africa and Middle East. Notably, the LSR from water was not always low as the average
LSR estimate over water exhibited the strongest variability (~0.001 – 0.042 sr-1) and yielded most
statistical outliers. The application of sea ice mask from MERRA-2 model revealed that most strong
LSR cases over water were associated with the undetected ice. The masking of detected ice has
resulted in the dramatic reduction of the average LSR over water. As a result, the related LSR
variability over water was dwindled by the factor of ~10 down to ~0.001 – 0.004 sr-1 and >95% of
outliers disappeared. Our findings about the sensitivity of Aeolus surface returns to the type of
surface are beneficial because statistically robust LSR estimates over ocean lay the foundation for
the Aeolus LSR-based Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) retrieval over ocean. This retrieval can be
established based on the fundamental link between LSR, near-surface wind speed and AOD over
sea surface.
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